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Introduction.
The aim of this document is to understand the pros and cons of gear and methodology
employed in the creation and production of Cinematic VR (virtual reality) movies.
Disclaimer : All material used in this brief study / critique was taken from youtube output
of what looks like a direct mirror from an Oculus Rift display.
Hence, there is no emphasis on barrel distortion and angle of view taken into account when
looking for stereoscopic artefacts such as retinal rivaly and other stereo anomalies which
show up in the still frame grabs used in this document.
What is taken into account are disparaties arising from:
• Obvious retinal rivarly artefacts due to seams showing in stitched image.
• Retinal rivalry from mis-matched (stereo) seams.
• Extreme distortion of features between left-right view (soldiers face on cover image)
...and a few other observations.
It is not the intention of this document to belittle the pioneering, ground breaking efforts
underway by the creators of these Cinematic VR experiences, and this document has been
created to kick start a discussion/debate on various methodology for the creation and
refinement of stereoscopic 360 content.
Furthermore, it is acknowledged, that the content is from preview versions of the movies
only, and will / might be further refined before final release.
The author is open to correction in the observations presented in the next pages, and looks
forward to learning from other professionals exploring the field of Cinematic VR moviemaking.
(All copyrights acknowledged and respected as belonging to their owners)

From Road to VR's channel on Youtube: The Mission Preview – Jaunt Cinematic VR
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KN02W08aERc

Retinal rivalry –The left eye sees a “ghost” gun muzzle, while there is none in the right eye
image. One form of Retinal Rivalry in context to stereoscopic 3D movies is this.
Other manifestations of retinal rivalry in stereoscopy could be color mismatch...
The other circled artifact shows location of seam on the magazine of the rifle. Now, this
mismatch in location can be due to the angle of the rift while viewing the scene and the
mirrored output thus warping the displayed image. The same might be true of the seam on
the soldiers elbow and neck (right image)
Comments and insights from readers of this document are welcome.

Distortion on soldiers face in-consistent between left-right view. This can cause eye-strain in
varying degrees. However, emphasis again: The youtube video looks like it's mirrored
output of the rift so angles might not be matching up.
Of main concern is the stitching artifacts not lining up, and the retinal rivalry when such
stitching occurs (missing bits in one eye's image)

Depth Sweetening – Depth Script in Stereoscopic 360 movies.

The image above is untouched (depth-wise). It exhibits what could be called excessive
negative parallax and does not make optimal use of the depth budget for the scene.

Above is simple one-pass depth sweetening done to my taste. Cinematic VR films need a
depth script too.

From Road to VR's channel on Youtube: Black Mass Preview – Jaunt Cinematic VR
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xG0QZy-8Mw0

The chair hanging from the ceiling, has stitching artifacts leading to retinal rivalry (leg of
chair has a seam blend in one eye and is defined in the other)
Questions:
• After reading about the advanced algorithms that were part of the Jaunt VR cam (the
so-called “Computational Photography”) http://www.jauntvr.com/technology/ … the
final output dosn't seem much different than conventional multicam stitched
cameras
• Some fast moving scenes (soldier rolling over when shot at, and soldiers in the tank)
might be exhibiting motion mis-sync artifacts... but this cannot be confirmed as true
unless there's access to the original footage. I mention it here hoping for insights
from others.
• Lack of nadir coverage – First person immersion calls for nadir coverage, but this is
my personal opinion. The fact that Jaunt's videos have no nadir coverage is actually
encouraging – makes cinematic VR production that much easier!

To illustrate the last point, I've spent many weeks trying to solve for stereoscopic coverage of
Nadir and more importantly – Compositing in the stereo at the Nadir.
Final phase of tests for compositing in S3D 360 are proving encouraging as can be seen
from the screenshot of the current project I'm working on, below.
Observations:
• In narrative VR filmmaking it's easy to fix a stereo seam with extreme fish eye camera
system, by clever placing of talent (actors/props). There are only two “seams” to take
care of, versus multi-cam stereo stitching.
• There is a need for high resolution – slim profile stereoscopic camera that can be
placed side-by-side (Think Ricoh Theta with sharper glass / higher rez video)
• The graduated stereo fall-off, seen as a shortcoming of full fisheye lenses, can actually
be used to creative benefit in Narrative Cinematic VR (
http://realvision.ae/blog/2014/08/part-2-graduated-stereo-falloff-in-360-thelanguage-of-visual-storytelling-in-vr/)
• Flipping the rear-view to corrent for pseduo stereo, mis-aligns the seam, but can be
touched up by competent compositing artists.

